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This WebQuest will be a fun lesson about the state of Hawaii! &nbsp;Hawaii is an island in the Pacific Ocean, and is a very warm and
fun place to visit. &nbsp;In this WebQuest, you will learn all about the awesome state of Hawaii!

In this WebQuest, the learners will be learning all about the state of Hawaii. &nbsp;They will learn the capitol of Hawaii, what the flag
looks like, some of their traditions, some of the Hawaiian language, and some other fun facts about this state.&nbsp;

Task #1: About HawaiiFollow the first link to answer these questions about Hawaii (you should write them down on a piece of paper)
:What is the capitol of Hawaii?How many main islands does Hawaii have?What are the official languages in Hawaii?What is one fun
tradition in Hawaii?What is the average amount of rain that Hawaii gets every year?Task #2: Learn Hawaiian!Follow the second link to
a website that has Hawaiian words and what they mean in English on it.Write down on your piece of paper what these words mean in
Hawaiian.HelloGodWelcomeThank YouWave, SurfTask #3: Draw Hawaiian FlagFollow the third link to find a picture of the Hawaiian
flagGet out a new piece of paper, and draw it! You can also color it to make it look more accurate.

Your WebQuest will be graded on how much effort you put into it. &nbsp;There is 4 possible grades that you can get! A 1 rating is the
lowest. &nbsp;You will receive this rating if you do not answer any of the questions in the WebQuest. &nbsp;The next grade is a 2.
&nbsp;You will receive a 2 rating if you only answer a few of these questions. &nbsp;The next rating is a 3. &nbsp;You will receive a 3
grade if you answer ALMOST all of the questions, but leave a few blank. &nbsp;It is okay to ask for help from a teacher during these!
&nbsp;The last and BEST rating you can get is a 4! You will receive a 4 rating if you answer all of the questions and do everything
that is asked for you to. &nbsp;This is like a 100%! &nbsp;A 4 rating is what you want to end up with. &nbsp;Good Luck!&nbsp;
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This is the end of the WebQuest! &nbsp;I hope you enjoyed it! &nbsp;I think Hawaii is a very fun state to learn about. &nbsp;I hope
you remember everything you learned! &nbsp;If you would like to learn more about the state, you can look stuff up on the internet any
time you want! &nbsp;THE END.

This webquest may take some time, as it has three different parts to it. &nbsp;The students may need help finding what certain words
mean in Hawaiian, even though there is a direct link to a good website.
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